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Executive Summary  

This project set out to apply machine learning techniques to predict mortgage rates for a dataset with 21 
independent variables and 200,000 unique IDs. This was to be implemented using a train dataset to develop 
an accurate model that would be able to test a similar dataset where the target variable (rate_spread) is 
unknown or withheld.  

Machine learning techniques employed included data cleaning, data preparation, data visualization and 
modeling to predict unknown similar data. Specifically, this project utilized Juypter notebooks (Scikit_Learn) 
and python programing language to perform all the tasks of data exploration, preparation, analysis and 
finally employing the best model to predict mortgage rates.  

After data exploration and several data calculations, a summary and descriptive statistics and visualizations 
were successfully created to inform about the relationships that exist between the predictive variables and 
the target variable.  

From our data analysis, we found out that there was no perfect positive or negative correlation (1 or -1) 
that was captured for any variables in question in relation to target variable. Only the variable 
‘property_type’ shows some weak positive (+0.5) correlation in relation to rate_spread. Other variables that 
show relatively weak negative correlation with rate_spread include ‘loan_type’ (-0.39), and ‘loan_amount’ 
(-0.21).  

This being a regression problem; the main goal was to find the best performing model for the predicting 
mortgage rates using the dataset at hand. This nonlinearity relationship for majority of the variables in 
relation to the target variable, was also determined when we implemented the linear regression model.  

At first, we sought to use the Linear Regression Model, but because of the complexity of the data at hand; 
while many variables or features did not have a strong correlation with the target feature, as captured, the 
linear regression model did not give us a best fitting regression model for our dataset. After splitting the 
dataset into 75% training and 25% test data to evaluate the linear regression, it gave an R Squared score of 
0.3696.  

This type of performance was expected with the linear regression model because of the non-linearity nature 
of the predictors present in the dataset. From our data analysis and feature engineering analysis; we 
observed that our variable of interest did not have a strong linear dependency with the independent 
variables and therefore we sought to apply ensemble regression models that performed way better.  
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Ensemble methods are advanced techniques, often used to solve complex machine learning problems. In 
particular, Random Forest is one of the ensemble models and fit data better without a lot of transformations. 
For instance, since Random Forest has regularization inbuilt in it and it tends to avoid overfitting. With 
Linear Regression Model, it needs regularization to avoid overfitting. Also, Random Forest works well with 
categorical features and scaling of data is not necessary when dealing with Random Forest.  

Because of the above listed reasons, we set out to apply random forest in training our model by splitting 
the dataset to 75% training and the remaining 25% for testing the model. Using random forest to fit our 
data, we improved the predicting accuracy with an R squared score of 0.6527 and this model was now 
ready for predicting unknown mortgage rates.  

Lastly, after cleaning, preparing, training and testing the dataset with a Random Forest model that predicts 
with an improved accuracy, the model was ready for deployment to test a similar dataset with 200,000 
unique IDs and whose rate_spreads are unknown. To do this, the dataset with withheld rate_spreads was 
cleaned, as well, prepared and the missing values imputed using averages or the mean. We followed similar 
steps just like with the train dataset. We also split the dataset at 75% train and 25% testing and finally we 
deployed the model to predict all the unknown 200,000 mortgage rates (rate_spreads) at an R squared 
score of 0.6904. 

 

1. Introduction  

Under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) which was enacted in 1975, financial institutions, 
including banks, savings associations, credit unions and other mortgage lending institutions are required 
to report information about all of the loan applications received.  

With such type of public disclosure, it helps to inform policy and decision making for public officials and 
thus shed light on lending patterns that could be discriminatory. Also, this helps to ensure lenders are 
serving the housing needs of their communities.  

As a result, the Act provides a framework to allow for such data to be public and with proper data science 
and machine learning tools, such data can be mined, analyzed and using machine learning algorithms to 
predict mortgage rates for prospective homeowners or to be used by both the private and public sectors 
in decision making.  

It is because of such availability of data that has made this project possible to explore how demographics, 
location, property type, lender and other factors related to the mortgage rate offered to applicants can be 
used to build a machine learning model for predicting mortgage rates for thousands of mortgage loan 
applications across the United States.  

 

i. Goal:   

The main goal of this project is to predict the rate spread of mortgage applications according to the given 
dataset, which is adapted from the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council's (FFIEC).  

ii. Objective 
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The objective of this project is to predict the variable rate_spread for each row of the test data set. 

iii. Specific Objectives  

 Explore the dataset for missing values, duplicates etc  

 Explore categorical and numeric values  

 Conduct feature engineering to help remove features with low variance or have less influence on 
the target variable(rate_spread) 

 Build, evaluate and find the best performing model for rate_spread prediction.  

 Train the model using the inputs in train_values.csv and the labels train_labels.csv 

 Predict value for each row in test_values.csv for which the true value of rate_spread is unknown.  

2. Data Exploration and Preparation  

To conduct this project for data exploration, preparation, analysis and finding the best model for prediction 
we used Juypter  or Scikit-learn which is a free machine learning library for Python.  

I. Initial Data Exploration I – Dealing with Numeric Features 

Initial data exploration revealed that there are 21 variables (excluding the target variable) in the dataset and 
each row in the dataset represents a HMDA-reported loan application, and the dataset we worked on covers 
one particular year.  

Furthermore, initial data exploration uncovered the following aspects of the unmodified data set:  

 The dataset contains both numeric and non-numeric data. Specifically, the dataset had eight (8) 
numeric features, excluding the target feature(rate_spread) as shown in Table 1 below. All the other 
features were categorical features and already encoded in numeric form. Categorical features will 
be dealt with at the feature engineering stage.  

 

Table 1 

 The numeric features,  ‘loan_amount’and ‘applicant_income’ were multiplied with 1,000 to reflect 
the actual figures supposed to be in the dataset (supposed to be in thousands.) The dataset did not 
reflect this initially. All other numeric features were already in their correct form as they should be.  

Numeric Feature count mean STD Dev Median Min Max
loan_amount 200000.00 142574.90 142559.50 116000.00 1000.00 11104000.00
applicant_income 189292.00 73617.90 105696.90 56000.00 1000.00 10042000.00
population 198005.00 5391.10 2669.03 4959.00 7.00 34126.00
minority_population_pct 198005.00 34.24 27.93 26.00 0.33 100.00
ffiecmedian_family_income 198015.00 64595.36 12724.51 63485.00 17860.00 125095.00
tract_to_msa_md_income_pct 197977.00 89.28 15.06 98.96 6.19 100.00
number_of_owner-occupied_units 197988.00 1402.87 706.88 1304.00 3.00 8747.00
number_of_1_to_4_family_units 197984.00 1927.34 886.58 1799.00 6.00 13615.00
rate_spread 200000.00 1.98 1.66 1.00 1.00 99.00
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 The dataset also contains values from several ranges.  As shown in Table 1 above, some numeric 
features have values with a range as low as 0.33 and large as 11,104,000.00. Also,  Table 1 above 
provides a summary of useful statistical information like mean, median, max and min.  

 Finally, the dataset had missing values labeled with 'NAN'. Initial analysis of the data show had the 
following seven (7) features as shown in Table 2 below. The count for the missing values for each 
of these seven (7) features is also provided.  

 

Table 2 

II. Handling Missing Values  

 All the missing values were already labeled as ‘NAN’ and there were no other characters like 
question marks to deal with. The missing values were imputed using a strategy called mean 
imputation, i.e. replacing the missing values with the mean of the columns. We used mean imputation 
to treat missing values as all of the missing values were numeric features otherwise we would have 
used a mode or a median imputation strategy.  

III. Standardization or Scaling of Features  

 Feature scaling through standardization (or Z-score normalization) is an important step in data 
preparation or preprocessing step for many machine learning algorithms. Standardization involves 
rescaling the features such that they have the properties of a standard normal distribution with a 
mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. However, this step was not deemed necessary for 
the dataset we are working with and no notable or large outliers were visualized in the dataset.  

 As such, it is important to note that a few out range figures were noted between the features as 
captured in Table 1 above, but there was no significant outliers within the features themselves. As 
noted earlier, the dataset captured features with numeric figures as low as 0.33 
(‘minority_population_pct’) which is expected for this feature and as large as 11,104,000.00 for 
‘loan_amount’ feature as it would be expected.  

 It may seem necessary to standardize the data for  such features, although, this range is wide 
between different features and not within the features themselves. As noted earlier, the numeric 
features,  ‘loan_amount’ and ‘applicant_income’ were multiplied with 1,000 to reflect the actual in 
thousands. 

 

Feature Count of missing values 
applicant_income     10708

population   1995
minority_population_pct  1995

ffiecmedian_family_income         1985
tract_to_msa_md_income_pct 2023

number_of_owner_occupied_units   2012
number_of_1_to_4_family_units 2016
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IV. Exploration of the Target Feature (Rate_Spread) 

 The target feature (rate_spread) was explored further and reviewing the 200,000 mortgage 
applications, it was noted the mean, median and standard deviation had a relatively slight variation 
with values of 1.98, 1.00 and 1.66, respectively. However, there was a slightly large variance between 
the minimum and the maximum rate_spread in the 99.0 range.  

 A majority of rate_spread are between one percent (1%) and seven percent (7%) and a few outliers 
in the range of between 10% and 99%.  

 Figure 1 below shows a histogram of the rate_spread feature and confirms that mortgage rate 
values are right-skewed and thus a majority of mortgage rates are concentrated on the lower end 
of the rate_spread as explained above.   

 

Figure 1 

V. Initial Data Exploration II – Dealing with Categorical Features 

 In addition to the numeric features, other independent variables that were observed included nine 
(9) categorical features and one (1) boolean. This bring the total of all independent variables to 16 
features. row_id is a unique identifier with no intrinsic meaning and thus was not used in the 
analysis of mortgage rate, but to match records of each loan_applicant.  Additional features, 
including ‘applicant_ethnicity’, ‘applicant_race’ and ‘applicant_sex’ in the index of the dataset were 
dropped in the analysis of data to predict mortgage. Using these three (3) classes to determine 
mortgage rates would introduce bias against specific classes of people and is unethical.  
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 For instance, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 (ECOA) represents one of the major laws 
employed to ensure access to credit and guard against discrimination. ECOA lists a series of 
protected classes that cannot be used in deciding whether to provide credit and at what interest 
rate it is provided. These include the usual—race, sex, national origin, age, ethnicity etc. As a result, 
applicant_ethnicity’, ‘applicant_race’ and ‘applicant_sex were dropped in the analysis for 
determining mortgage rates and hence will not be used to predict mortgage rates in this project.   

 Table 3 below captures a summary of all the nine (9) categorical features that will be under 
consideration to be applied in the machine learning model after data analysis.   

 

Table 3 

Other key observations made concerning categorical features include:  

 Figure 2 below is provides a bar graph of the number of mortgage loan applications based on the 
loan_type and  FHA-insured (Federal Housing Administration) type of loans and are the highest 
number of applications made followed by Conventional (any loan other than FHA, VA, FSA, or RHS 
loans) while VA-guaranteed (Veterans Administration) FSA/RHS (Farm Service Agency or Rural 
Housing Service) are the lowest in terms of numbers for loan applications.   

 Figure 3 below provides a bar graph of the number of applications based on property type, and the 
results show that One to four-family (other than manufactured housing) are the highest in numbers 
of applications made compared to Manufactured housing. There were no notable numbers for 
Multifamily type of properties as per the mortgage loan applications.  

 Figure 4 below provides a bar graph of the reasons and the number of mortgage loan applications 
based on home purchase, home improvement & refinancing. People are applying for mortgage 
loans mainly for home purchase or refinancing and less for home improvement.  

Categorical Feature Classes in the Category

1 loan_type

1 -- Conventional (any loan other than FHA, VA, FSA, or RHS loans)
2 -- FHA-insured (Federal Housing Administration)
3 -- VA-guaranteed (Veterans Administration)
4 -- FSA/RHS (Farm Service Agency or Rural Housing Service)

2 property_type

1 -- One to four-family (other than manufactured housing)
2 -- Manufactured housing
3 -- Multifamily

3 loan_purpose

1 -- Home purchase
2 -- Home improvement
3 -- Ref inancing

4 occupancy

1 -- Ow ner-occupied as a principal dw elling
2 -- Not ow ner-occupied
3 -- Not applicable

5 preapproval

1 -- Preapproval w as requested
2 -- Preapproval w as not requested
3 -- Not applicable

6 lender

A categorical w ith no ordering indicating w hich of the lenders w as the authority in approving or 
denying this loan.

7 msa_md

A categorical w ith no ordering indicating Metropolitan Statistical Area/Metropolitan Division w here a 
value of -1 indicates a missing value

8 state_code

 A categorical w ith no ordering indicating the U.S. state w here a value of -1 indicates a missing 
value

9 county_code A categorical w ith no ordering indicating the county w here a value of -1 indicates a missing value
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 
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3. Feature Engineering  

After data exploration of numeric and categorical features, this section will attempt to identify relationships 
between numeric and categorical features in the data –in particular in relation to the rate_spread and other 
features. Below are the observations made in the data visualizations created using a scatter-plot matrix 
(Figures 5&6), box plot (Figure 7) and a correlation table matrix (Table 3).   

 The following scatter-plot matrix were generated initially to compare numeric features with one 
and another and especially with the target feature (rate_spread). Viewing plots in the bottom row 
or the right-most column shows the scatterplots of rate_spread (outcome of interest) against the 
independent variables as shown in Figure 5 & 6.  

 

Figure 5  

 

Figure 6 
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 Because the datapoints are overlapping, there is a large amount of variance and the relationships 
don’t look very clear-cut in the visualizations. Therefore, we can use correlations in Table 3 below 
to help us interpret relationships between both categorical and numeric features as they relate to 
rate_spread.  

 At the right-most column of Table 3 below, it shows us the correlations for all the variables in 
question in relation to the rate_spread. No perfect correlation (1 or -1) is captured for any variables 
in question in relation to rate_spread. As captured on Table 3, only the variable ‘property_type’ 
shows some weak positive(+0.5) correlation in relation to rate_spread. Other variables that show 
relatively weak negative correlation with rate_spread include ‘loan_type’ (-0.39), and 
‘loan_amount’ (-0.21). 

 

 

Table 3 

 Figure 7 shows a boxplot of the categorical variables and how they compare with ‘rate_spread’ . 
No outliers are captured and the variables in question (loan_type, property_type, loan_purpose, 
‘occupancy’) have all a normal distribution.  
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Figure 7 

 Finally, before we can develop a machine learning model with our dataset, categorical data needs 
to be pre-processed because all machine learning models are some kind of mathematical model 
that need numbers to work with. Most of the data we are working with has already been encoded 
–this means that the categorical values have already been mapped to integer values.  

 However, since some categories may have many levels, using integer values could introduce bias 
as some categories may be weighted more than others which may not be true. As a result, 
performing one hot encoding is an extra step to encoding where each integer value is represented 
as a binary vector that is all zero values except the index of the integer, which is marked with a 1. 
A one hot encoding allows the representation of categorical data to be more expressive. 

 For our machine learning model, the created model selected all numeric features and preprocessed 
three (3) categorical features i.e. [‘loan_purpose’, ‘loan_type’, ‘property_type’] as expressed in the 
following code in python. For categorical features, we picked the features that seem to have the 
strongest predictive power. It’s best for your data collection pipeline to start with a few features 
first to confirm that the machine learning model works as intended. Also, when you build a baseline 
from a couple of features it is easy to then progress slowly based on the how the predictive model 
responds.  

 We applied one-hot encoding to the above three(3) categorical features by employing the 
pd.get_dummies function shown below for one-hot encoding as used in Python programming. All 
other categories were included in the panda DataFrame except for the 'applicant_ethnicity', 
'applicant_race','applicant_sex' which were dropped for ethical reasons.  

 For data preparation purposes, before employing a machine learning algorithm, everything 
performed on the train_dataset here was also implemented on the test_dataset that has a withheld 
label (rate_spread) in order to predict mortgage rates.  
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cat_variables = ['loan_purpose', 'loan_type', 'property_type'] 

df_final = pd.get_dummies(df,columns=cat_variables,drop_first=True) 
df_final = df_final.drop(['applicant_ethnicity', 'applicant_race','applicant_sex'], axis=1) # data 

 
 

4. Mortgage Rate Prediction  

 Since we are predicting a continuous or float value, this is a regression problem. ‘Coefficient of 
determination’ or ‘R squared’ (R2 or r2) is one metric used to measure a regression problem. Other 
metrics used to measure regression include r-squared which is the proportion of the variance in the 
dependent variable that is explained by the model. R-squared can be calculated by the following 
equation:  

R2=1−∑i(yi−y^i)2/∑i(yi−y¯)2 

I. Fitting a Linear Regression Model to train and test the dataset 
 

 This being a regression problem; the main goal is to find the best performing model for the 
predicting mortgage rates using the dataset at hand that has already been cleaned and prepared 
ready for splitting, training, testing and finally deployment. Two regression models were evaluated 
to determine which model has a great accuracy to predict the mortgage. Accuracy in this case was 
determined using the R squared which has a value of between 0 to 1 and the best value is 1.0.  

 We sought to use the Linear Regression Model, but because of the complexity of the data at hand 
and many variables or features not having strong correlation with the target feature, the linear 
regression model did not give us a best fitting regression model to predict our dataset. After 
splitting the dataset into 75% training and 25% test data to evaluate the linear regression, it proved 
an R Squared score of 0.3696.  

 This type of performance was expected for a linear regression model because of the non-linearity 
nature of the predictors in the data. From our data analysis and feature engineering analysis; we 
observed that our variable of interest did not have linear dependency with the independent 
variables, and we sought help by application of  ensemble regression models.  

 
II. Fitting a Random Forest algorithm to train and test the dataset 
 Ensemble methods are advanced techniques, often used to solve complex machine learning 

problems. In particular, Random Forest is one of the ensemble models and fit data better without 
a lot of transformations.  

 For instance, since Random Forest has regularization inbuilt in it, it tends to avoid overfitting. With 
Linear Regression Model, it needs regularization to avoid overfitting. Also, Random Forest works 
well with categorical features and scaling of data is not necessary when dealing with Random Forest.  

 Because of the above listed reasons, we set out to apply random forest for training our model by 
splitting the dataset to 75% training and the remaining 25% for testing the model. This time the 
accuracy score or the R squared score was 0.6527.  
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III. Deployment of the Model to predict mortgage rates from data with withheld rate_spread 

 
After cleaning, preparing, training and testing the dataset with a Random Forest model that predicts 
with good accuracy, this model is ready for deployment to test a similar dataset with 200,000 unique 
IDs whose rate_spreads are unknown. To do this, the dataset with withheld rate_spreads was 
cleaned, prepared and the missing values imputed using averages or mean. We followed similar 
steps just like with the train dataset. We also split the dataset at 75% train and 25% testing and 
finally deployed it with the random forest algorithm to predict all the unknown 200,000 mortgage 
rates (rate_spreads) with an R squared score of 0.6904. 

 

5. Conclusion  

This project set out to predict the mortgage rates using a dataset with 200,000 unique IDs and this was 
done successfully using machine learning techniques as stipulated above.  

Machine learning is a powerful tool that has a lot of potential across many sectors. Application of these 
concepts and models in machine learning and the capability of been able to analyze huge amounts of data 
to assist in decision making or prediction is a great resource for all the players involved whether 
government, private sector or the civil society.  

However, we have also learned that artificial intelligence and machine learning tools must be used 
responsibly not to raise ethical concerns. As such, predictive features should be carefully evaluated before 
modeling or applying artificial intelligence, especially when making sensitive decisions like setting mortgage 
rates that should not be biased.  

 

 

 

 

 


